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Abstract
We often desire our models to be interpretable as well as accurate. Prior work on
optimizing models for interpretability has relied on easy-to-quantify proxies for
interpretability, such as sparsity or the number of operations required. In this work,
we optimize for interpretability by directly including humans in the optimization
loop. We develop an algorithm that minimizes the number of user studies to find
models that are both predictive and interpretable and demonstrate our approach
on several data sets. Our human subjects results show trends towards different
proxy notions of interpretability on different datasets, which suggests that different
proxies are preferred on different tasks.
1 Introduction
Understanding machine learning models can help people discover confounders in their training
data, and dangerous associations or new scientific insights learned by their models [3, 9, 15]. This
means that we can encourage the models we learn to be safer and more useful to us by effectively
incorporating interpretability into our training objectives. But interpretability depends on both the
subjective experience of human users and the downstream application, which makes it difficult to
incorporate into computational learning methods.
Human-interpretability can be achieved by learning models that are inherently easier to explain or
by developing more sophisticated explanation methods; we focus on the first problem. This can be
solved with one of two broad approaches. The first defines certain classes of models as inherently
interpretable. Well known examples include decision trees [9], generalized additive models [3], and
decision sets [13]. The second approach identifies some proxy that (presumably) makes a model
interpretable and then optimizes that proxy. Examples of this second approach include optimizing
linear models to be sparse [30], optimizing functions to be monotone [1], or optimizing neural
networks to be easily explained by decision trees [34].
In many cases, the optimization of a property can be viewed as placing a prior over models and
solving for a MAP solution of the following form:
max
M∈M
p(X|M)p(M) (1)
whereM is a family of models, X is the data, p(X|M) is the likelihood, and p(M) is a prior on the
model that encourages it to share some aspect of our inductive biases. Two examples of biases include
the interpretation of the L1 penalty on logistic regression as a Laplace prior on the weights and the
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class of norms described in Bach [2] that induce various kinds of structured sparsity. Generally, if we
have a functional form for p(M), we can apply a variety of optimization techniques to find the MAP
solution. Placing an interpretability bias on a class of models through p(M) allows us to search for
interpretable models in more expressive function classes.
Optimizing for interpretability in this way relies heavily on the assumption that we can quantify
the subjective notion of human interpretability with some functional form p(M). Specifying this
functional form might be quite challenging. In this work, we directly estimate the interpretability
prior p(M) from human-subject feedback. Optimizing this more direct measure of interpretability
can give us models more suited to a task at hand than more accurately optimizing an imperfect proxy.
Since measuring p(M) for each model M has a high cost—requiring a user study—we develop a
cost-effective approach that initially identifies models M with high likelihood p(X|M), then uses
model-based optimization to identify an approximate MAP solution from that set with few queries
to p(M). We find that different proxies for interpretability prefer different models, and that our
approach can optimize all of these proxies. Our human subjects results suggest that we can optimize
for human-interpretability preferences.
2 Related Work
Learning interpretable models with proxies Many approaches to learning interpretable models
optimize proxies that can be computed directly from the model. Examples include decision tree depth
[9], number of integer regression coefficients [31], amount of overlap between decision rules [13],
and different kinds of sparsity penalties in neural networks [10, 25]. In some cases, optimizing a
proxy can be viewed as MAP estimation under an interpretability-encouraging prior [30, 2]. These
proxy-based approaches assume that it is possible to formulate a notion of interpretability that is a
computational property of the model, and that we know a priori what that property is. Lavrac [14]
shows a case where doctors prefer longer decision trees over shorter ones, which suggests that these
proxies do not fully capture what it means for a model to be interpretable in all contexts. Through our
approach, we place an interpretability-encouraging prior on arbitrary classes of models that depends
directly on human preferences.
Learning from human feedback Since interpretability is difficult to quantify mathematically,
Doshi-Velez and Kim [8] argue that evaluating it well requires a user study. Many works in inter-
pretable machine learning have user studies: some advance the science of interpretability by testing
the effect of explanation factors on human performance on interpretability-related tasks [21, 19]
while others compare the interpretability of two classes of models through A/B tests [13, 11]. More
broadly, there exist many studies about situations in which human preferences are hard to articulate
as a computational property and must be learned directly from human data. Examples include
kernel learning [29, 32], preference based reinforcement learning [33, 5] and human based genetic
algorithms [12]. Our work resembles human computation algorithms [16] applied to user studies for
interpretability as we use the user studies to optimize for interpretability instead of just comparing a
model to a baseline.
Model-based optimization Many techniques have been developed to efficiently characterize func-
tions in few evaluations when each evaluation is expensive. The field of Bayesian experimental design
[4] optimizes which experiments to perform according to a notion of which information matters. In
some cases, the intent is to characterize the entire function space completely [35, 17], and in other
cases, the intent is to find an optimum [28, 27]. We are interested in this second case. Snoek et
al. [27] optimize the hyperparameters of a neural network in a problem setup similar to ours. For
them, evaluating the likelihood is expensive because it requires training a network, while in our case,
evaluating the prior is expensive because it requires a user study. We use a similar set of techniques
since, in both cases, evaluating the posterior is expensive.
3 Framework and Modeling Considerations
Our high-level goal is to find a model M that maximizes p(M |X) ∝ p(X|M)p(M) where p(M)
is a measure of human interpretability. We assume that computation is relatively inexpensive, and
thus computing and optimizing with respect to the likelihood p(X|M) is significantly less expensive
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Figure 1: High-level overview of the pipeline
than evaluating the prior p(M), which requires a user study. Our strategy will be to first identify a
large, diverse collection of models M with large likelihood p(X|M), that is, models that explain
the data well. This task can be completed without user studies. Next, we will search amongst these
models to identify those that also have large prior p(M). Specifically, to limit the number of user
studies required, we will use a model-based optimization approach [28] to identify which models M
to evaluate. Figure 1 depicts the steps in the pipeline. Below, we outline how we define the likelihood
p(X|M) and the prior p(M); in Section 4 we define our process for approximate MAP inference.
3.1 Likelihood
In many domains, experts desire a model that achieves some performance threshold (and amongst
those, may prefer one that is most interpretable). To model this notion of a performance threshold, we
use the soft insensitive loss function (SILF)-based likelihood [6, 18]. The likelihood takes the form of
p(X|M) = 1
Z
e(−C×SILF,β(1−accuracy(X,M)))
where accuracy(X,M) is the accuracy of model M on data X and SILF,β(y) is given by
SILF,β(y) =

0, 0 ≤ y ≤ (1− β)
(y−(1−β))2
4β , (1− β) ≤ y ≤ (1 + β)
y − , y ≥ (1 + β)
which effectively defines a model as having high likelihood if its accuracy is greater than 1− (1−β).
In practice, we choose the threshold 1− (1− β) to be equal to an accuracy threshold placed on the
validation performance of our classification tasks, and only consider models that perform above that
threshold. (Note that with this formulation, accuracy can be replaced with any domain specific notion
of a high-quality model without modifying our approach.)
3.2 A Prior for Interpretable Models
Some model classes are generally amenable to human inspection (e.g. decision trees, rule lists,
decision sets [9, 13]; unlike neural networks), but within those model classes, there likely still exist
some models that are easier for humans to utilize than others (e.g. shorter decision trees rather than
longer ones [24], or decision sets with fewer overlaps [13]). We want our model prior p(M) to reflect
this more nuanced view of interpretability.
We consider a prior of the form:
p(M) ∝
∫
x
HIS(x,M)p(x)dx (2)
In our experiments, we will define HIS(x,M) (human-interpretability-score) as:
HIS(x,M) =
{
0, mean-RT(x,M) > max-RT
max-RT− mean-RT(x,M), mean-RT(x,M) ≤ max-RT (3)
where mean-RT(x,M) (mean response time) measures how long it takes users to predict the label
assigned to a data point x by the model M , and max-RT is a cap on response time that is set to
a large enough value to catch all legitimate points and exclude outliers. The choice of measuring
the time it takes to predict the model’s label follows Doshi-Velez and Kim [8], which suggests this
simulation proxy as a measure of interpretability when no downstream task has been defined yet; but
any domain-specific task and metric could be substituted into our pipeline including error detection
or cooperative decision-making.
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3.3 A Prior for Arbitrary Models
In the interpretable model case, we can give a human subject a model M and ask them questions
about it; in the general case, models may be too complex for this approach to be feasible. In order to
determine the interpretability of complex models like neural networks, we follow the approach in
Ribeiro et al. [23], and construct a simple local model for each point x by sampling perturbations
of x and training a simple model to mimic the predictions of M in this local region. We denote this
local-proxy(M,x).
We change the prior in Equation 2 to reflect that we evaluate the HIS with the local proxy rather than
the entire model:
p(M) ∝
∫
x
HIS(x, local-proxy(M,x))p(x)dx (4)
We describe computational considerations for this more complex situation in Section 4.
4 Inference
Our goal is to find the MAP solution from Equation 1. Our overall approach will be to find a collection
of models with high likelihood p(X|M) and then perform model-based optimization [28] to identify
which priors p(M) to evaluate via user studies. Below, we describe each of the three main aspects of
the inference: identifying models with large likelihoods p(X|M), evaluating p(M) via user studies,
and using model-based optimization to determine which p(M) to evaluate. The model from our set
with the best p(X|M)p(M) is our approximation to the MAP solution.
4.1 Identifying models with high likelihood p(X|M)
In the model-finding phase, our goal is to create a diverse set of models with large likelihoods
p(X|M) in the hopes that some will have large prior value p(M) and thus allow us to identify the
approximate MAP solution. For simpler model classes, such as decision trees, we find these solutions
via running multiple restarts with different hyperparameter settings and rejecting those that do not
meet our accuracy threshold. For neural networks, we jointly optimize a collection of predictive
neural networks with different input gradient patterns (as a proxy for creating a diverse collection)
[26].
4.2 Computing the prior p(M)
Human-Interpretable Model Classes. For any model M and data point x, a user study is required
for every evaluation of HIS(x,M). Since it is infeasible to perform a user study for every value of x
for even a single model M , we approximate the integral in Equation 2 via a collection of samples:
p(M) ∝
∫
x
HIS(x,M)p(x)dx
≈ 1
N
∑
xn∼p(x)
HIS(xn,M)
In practice, we use the empirical distribution over the inputs x as the prior p(x).
Arbitrary Model Classes. If the model M is not itself human-interpretable, we define p(M)
to be the integral over HIS(x, local-proxy(M,x)) where local-proxy(M,x) locally approxi-
mates M around x (Equation 4). As before, evaluating HIS(x, local-proxy(M,x)) requires a
user study; however, now we must determine a procedure for generating the local approximations
local-proxy(M,x).
We generate these local approximations via a procedure akin to Ribeiro et al. [23]: for any x, we
sample a set of perturbations x′ around x, compute the outputs of model M for each of those x′, and
then fit a human-interpretable model (e.g. a decision-tree) to those data.
We note that these local models will only be nontrivial if the data point x is in the vicinity of a
decision boundary; if not, we will not succeed in fitting a local model. Let B(M) denote the set of
inputs x that are near the decision boundary of M . Since we defined HIS to equal max-RT when
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mean-RT(x,M) is 0 as it does when no local model can be fit (see Equation 3), we can compute the
integral in Equation 4 more intelligently by only seeking user input for samples near the model’s
decision boundary:
p(M) ∝
∫
x
HIS(x, local-proxy(M,x))p(x)dx (5)
=
(∫
x∈B(M)
p(x)dx
)
·
(∫
x∈B(M)
HIS(x, local-proxy(M,x))p˜(x)dx
)
+
(∫
x/∈B(M)
p(x)dx
)
· max-RT
≈
(
1
N ′
∑
xn′∼p(x)
I(x ∈ B(M))
)
·
(
1
N
∑
xn∼p˜(x)
HIS(xn,M)
)
+
(
1
N ′
∑
xn′∼p(x)
I(x /∈ B(M))
)
· max-RT
where p˜(x) = p(x)/
∫
x∈B(M) p(x)dx. The first term (the volume of p(x) in B(M)), and the third
term (the volume of p(x) not inB(M)) can be approximated without any user studies by attempting to
fit local models for each point in x (or a subsample of points). We detail how we fit local explanations
and define the boundary in Appendix C.
4.3 Model-based Optimization of the MAP Objective
The first stage of our optimization procedure gives us a collection of models {M1, ...,MK} with high
likelihood p(X|M). Our goal is to identify the model Mk in this set that is the approximate MAP,
that is, maximizes p(X|M)p(M), with as few evaluations of p(M) as possible.
Let L be the set of all labeled models M , that is, the set of models for which we have evaluated
p(M). We estimate the values (and uncertainties) for the remaining unlabeled models—set U—via
a Gaussian Process (GP) [22]. (See Appendix A for details about our model-similarity kernel.)
Following Srinivas et al. [28], we use the GP upper confidence bound acquisition function to choose
among unlabeled models M ∈ U that are likely to have large p(M) (this is equivalent to using the
lower confidence bound to minimize response time):
aLCB(M ;L, θ) = µ(M ;L, θ)− κσ(M ;L, θ)
Mnext = argminM∈U aLCB(M ;L, θ)
where κ is a hyperparameter that can be tuned, θ are parameters of the GP, µ is the GP mean function,
and σ is the GP variance. (We find κ = 1 works well in practice.)
5 Experimental Setup
In this section, we provide details for applying our approach to four datasets. Our results are in
Section 6.
Datasets and Training Details We test our approach on a synthetic dataset as well as the mush-
room, census income, and covertype datasets from the UCI database [7]. All features are preprocessed
by z-scoring continuous features and one-hot encoding categorical features. We also balance the
classes of the first three datasets by subsampling the more common class. (The sizes reported are
after class balancing. We do not include a test set because we do not report held-out accuracy.)
• Synthetic (N = 90, 000, D = 6, continuous). We build a data set with two noise dimensions, two
dimensions that enable a lower-accuracy, interpretable explanation, and two dimensions that enable
a higher-accuracy, less interpretable explanation. We use an 80%-20% train-validate split. (See
Figure 5 in the Appendix.)
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accurately. This benefit occurs across all datasets and models, but it
takes more samples for neural networks on Covertype than the others.
Figure 2: Determining interpretability on a few points is better than using the wrong proxy.
• Mushroom (N = 8, 000, D = 22 categorical with 126 distinct values). The goal is to predict if the
mushroom is edible or poisonous. We use an 80%-20% train-validate split.
• Census (N = 20, 000, D = 13—6 continuous, 7 categorical with 83 distinct values). The goal is
to predict if people make more than $50, 000/year. We use their 60%-40% train-validate split.
• Covertype (N = 580, 000, D = 12—10 continuous, 2 categorical with 44 distinct values). The
goal is to predict tree cover type. We use a 75%-25% train-validate split.
Our experiments include two classes of models: decision trees and neural networks. We train decision
trees for the simpler synthetic, mushroom and census datasets and neural networks for the more
complex covertype dataset. Details of our model training procedure (that is, identifying models with
high predictive accuracy) are in Appendix B. The covertype dataset, because it is modeled by a neural
network, also needs a strategy for producing local explanations; we describe our parameter choices
as well as provide a detailed sensitivity analysis to these choices in Appendix C.
Proxies for Interpretability An important question is whether currently used proxies for inter-
pretability, such as sparsity or number of nodes in a path, correspond to some HIS. In the following
we will use four different interpretability proxies to demonstrate the ability of our pipeline to identify
models that are best under these different proxies, simulating the case where we have a ground truth
measure of HIS. We show that (a) different proxies favor different models and (b) how these proxies
correspond to the results of our user studies.
The interpretability proxies we will use are: mean path length, mean number of distinct features in a
path, number of nodes, and number of nonzero features. The first two are local to a specific input
x while the last two are global model properties (although these will be properties of local proxy
models for neural networks). These proxies include notions of tree depth [24] and sparsity [15, 21].
We compute the proxies based on a sample of 1, 000 points from the validation set (the same set of
points is used across models).
Human Experiments In our human subjects experiments, we quantify HIS(x,M) for a data point
x and a model M as a function of the time it takes a user to simulate the label for x with M . We
extend this to the locally interpretable case by simulating the label according to local-proxy(x,M).
We refer to the model itself as the explanation in the globally interpretable case, and the local
model as the explanation in the locally interpretable case. Our experiments are closely based on
those in Narayanan et al. [19]. We provide users with a list of feature values for features used in
the explanation and a graphical depiction of the explanation, and ask them to identify the correct
prediction. Figure 7a in Appendix D depicts our interface. These experiments were reviewed and
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Figure 3: We ran random restarts of the pipeline with all datasets and proxies–denoted ‘opt’ (random-
ness from choice of start), and compared to randomly sampling the same number of models–denoted
‘rd’ (we account for models with the same score by computing the lowest rank of any model with that
score). ‘NZ’ denotes non-zero and ‘feats’ denotes features. The fact that the solid lines stay below
the corresponding dotted lines indicates that we do better than random guessing.
approved by our institution’s IRB. Details of the experiments we conducted with machine learning
researchers and details and results of a pilot study [not used in this paper] conducted using Amazon
Turk are in Appendix D.
6 Experimental Results
Optimizing different automatic proxies results in different models. For each dataset, we run
simulations to test what happens when the optimized measure of interpretability does not match the
true HIS. We do this by computing the best model by one proxy–our simulated HIS, then identifying
what rank it would have had among the collection of models if one of the other proxies–our optimized
interpretability measure–had been used. A rank of 0 indicates that the model identified as the best by
one proxy is the same as the best model for the second proxy; more generally a rank of r indicates
that the best model by one proxy is the rth-best model under the second proxy. Figure 2a shows that
choosing the wrong proxy can seriously mis-rank the true best model. This suggests that it is not
a good idea to optimize an arbitrary proxy for interpretability in the hopes that the resulting model
will be interpretable according to the truly relevant measure. Figure 2a also shows that the synthetic
dataset has a very different distribution of proxy mis-rankings than any of the real datasets in our
experiments. This suggests that it is hard to design synthetic datasets that capture the relevant notions
of interpretability since, by assumption, we do not know what these are.
Computing the right proxy on a small sample of data points is better than computing the
wrong proxy. For each dataset, we run simulations to test what happens when we optimize the
true HIS computed on only a small sample of points–the size limitation comes from limited human
cognitive capacity. As in the previous experiment, we compute the best model by one proxy–our
simulated HIS. We then identify what rank it would have had among the collection of models if the
same proxy had been computed on a small sample of data points. Figure 2 shows that computing the
right proxy on a small sample of data points can do better than computing the wrong proxy. This
holds across datasets and models. This suggests that it may be better to find interpretable models by
asking people to examine the interpretability of a small number of examples—which will result in
noisy measurements of the true quantity of interest—rather than by accurately optimizing a proxy
that does not capture the quantity of interest.
Our model-based optimization approach can learn human-interpretable models that corre-
spond to a variety of different proxies on globally and locally interpretable models. We run our
pipeline 100 times for 10 iterations with each proxy as the signal (the randomness comes from the
choice of starting point), and compare to 1, 000 random draws of 10 models. We account for multiple
models with the same score by computing the lowest rank for any model with the same score as the
model we sample. Figure 3 shows that across all three datasets, and across all four proxies, we do
better than randomly sampling models to evaluate.
Our pipeline finds models with lower response times and lower scores across all four proxies
when we run it with human feedback. We run our pipeline for 10 iterations on the census and
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Figure 4: Human subjects pipeline results show a trend towards interpretability.
mushrooms datasets with human response time as the signal. We recruited a group of machine
learning researchers who took all quizzes in a single run of the pipeline, with models iteratively
chosen from our model-based optimization. Figure 4a shows the distributions of mean response times
decreasing as we evaluate more models. (In Figure 7b in Appendix D we demonstrate that increases
in speed from repeatedly doing the task are small compared to the differences we see in Figure 4a;
these are real improvements in response time.)
On different datasets, our pipeline converges to different proxies. In the human subjects experi-
ments above, we tracked the proxy scores of each model we evaluated. Figure 4b shows a decrease in
proxy scores that corresponds to the decrease in response times in Figure 4a (our approach did not
have access to these proxy scores). On the mushroom dataset, our approach converged to a model
with the fewest nodes and the shortest paths, while on the census dataset, it converged to a model
with the fewest features. This suggests that, for different datasets, different notions of interpretability
are important to users.
7 Discussion and Conclusion
We presented an approach to efficiently optimize models for human-interpretability (alongside
prediction) by directly including humans in the optimization loop. Our experiments showed that,
across several datasets, several reasonable proxies for interpretability identify different models as the
most interpretable; all proxies do not lead to the same solution. Our pipeline was able to efficiently
identify the model that humans found most expedient for forward simulation. While the human-
selected models often corresponded to some known proxy for interpretability, which proxy varied
across datasets, suggesting the proxies may be a good starting point but are not the full story when it
comes to finding human-interpretable models.
That said, the direct human-in-the-loop optimization has its challenges. In our initial pilot studies
[not used in this paper] with Amazon Mechanical Turk (Appendix D), we found that the variance
among subjects was simply too large to make the optimization cost-effective (especially with the
between-subjects model that makes sense for Amazon Mechanical Turk). In contrast, our smaller but
longer within-subjects studies had lower variance with a smaller number of subjects. This observation,
and the importance of downstream tasks for defining interpretability suggest that interpretability
studies should be conducted with the people who will use the models (who we can expect to be more
familiar with the task and more patient).
The many exciting directions for future work include exploring ways to efficiently allocate the human
computation to minimize the variance of our estimates p(M) via intelligently choosing which inputs
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x to evaluate and structuring these long, sequential experiments to be more engaging; and further
refining our model kernels to capture more nuanced notions of human-interpretability, particularly
across model classes. Optimizing models to be human-interpretable will always require user studies,
but with intelligent optimization approaches, we can reduce the number of studies required and thus
cost-effectively identify human-interpretable models.
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A Similarity Kernel for Models and GP parameters
Model-based optimization requires as input a notion of similarity. We use an RBF kernel between feature
importances for decision trees, and between a gradient-based notion of feature importance for neural networks
(average magnitude of the normalized input gradients for each class logit).
We use the scikit-learn implementation of Gaussian processes [20]. We set it to normalize y automatically, restart
the optimizer 10 times, and add α = 10−7 to the diagonal of the kernal at fitting to mitigate numerical issues.
We used the default settings for all other hyperparameters, including the RBF kernel (on the model features
above) for the covariance function.
Figure 5: We build a synthetic data set with two noise dimensions, two dimensions that enable
a lower-accuracy, interpretable explanation, and two dimensions that enable higher-accuracy, less
interpretable explanation. The purple data points are positive and the yellow are negative. Data points
were generated for each set of two features independently, then points sharing the same label in all
dimensions were randomly concatenated to form the final dataset.
B Experimental Details: Identifying a Collection of Predictive Models
We train decision trees for the synthetic, mushroom and census datasets with a test accuracy thresholds of 0.9,
0.95 and 0.8 respectively. On the synthetic dataset, 0.9 is slightly higher than the accuracy we can achieve on
the interpretable dimensions. We make this choice to avoid learning the same, simple model over and over again.
On the mushroom dataset, we can achieve a validate accuracy of 1 with decision trees, and on the Census dataset,
we can achieve a validate accuracy of 0.83 with decision trees. In both cases, we set the accuracy thresholds
slightly below these numbers to ensure that we can generate distinct models that meet the accuracy threshold.
For each of these, we train 500 models.
To produce a variety of high-performing decision trees, we randomly sample the following hyperparameters: max
depth [1-7], minimum number of samples at a leaf [1, 10, 100], max features used in a split [2 - num_features],
and splitting strategy [best, random]. The first two hyperparameters are chosen to encourage simple solutions,
while the last two hyperparameters are chosen to increase the diversity of discovered trees. We use the scikit-learn
implementation [20], of decision trees and perform a post-processing step that removes leaf nodes iteratively
when it does not decrease accuracy on the validation set (as in Wu et al. [34]).
We train neural networks for the covertype dataset with an accuracy threshold of 0.75. We can achieve an accuracy
of 0.71 with logistic regression, so we set the threshold slightly above that to justify the use of more complex
neural networks. For the neural network models, we randomly sample the following hyperparameters: L1 weight
penalty [0, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01], L2 weight penalty [0, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01], L1 gradient regularization [0,
0.01], activation function [relu, tanh], architectures [three 100-node layers, two 100-node layers, one 100-node
layer, one 25-node layer, one 250-node layer]. These are then jointly trained according to the procedure in
Ross et al. [26] for 50 epochs for batch size 512 with Adam. (We train between 1 and 4 models simultaneously,
another randomly sampled hyperparameter). For this dataset, we train 250 models.
C Experimental Details: Parameters and Sensitivity to Local Region
Choices
We can ask humans to perform the simulation task directly using decision trees, but for the neural networks,
we must train simple, local models as explanations (we use local decision trees). This procedure requires first
sampling a local dataset for each point x we explain. We modify the procedure in Ribeiro et al. [23] to sample
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Figure 6: Neural network local explanation sensitivity analysis
10, 000 points x′ in a radius around the point x defined by its 20 nearest neighbors by Euclidean distance. We
then binarize their predictions M(x′) to whether they match M(x) and subsample the more common class to
balance the labels. We do not fit explanations for points x where the original sampled points x′ have a class
imbalance greater than 0.75; we consider these points not on the boundary. Finally, we return the simplest tree
we train on this local dataset with accuracy above a threshold on a validate set. We randomly set aside 20% of
the sampled points for validation, and use the rest for training. (Note: if we were provided local regions by
domain experts, we could use those.)
Our procedure for sampling points around some input x uses two hyperparameters: a scaling factor for the
empirical variance, and a mixing weight for the uniform distribution for categorical features that we use to adjust
the empirical distribution of the point’s 20 nearest neighbors. We use 0.01 to weight the variance and 0.05 to
weight the categorical distributions. Finally, when training the trees, we set a local fidelity accuracy threshold of
90% on a validation set and iteratively fit trees with larger maximum depth (up to depth 10) until one achieves
this threshold. (We assume data points with local models deeper than this will not be interpretable, so fitting
deeper trees will not improve our search for the most interpretable model.) We require at least 5 samples at
each leaf. We use the scikit-learn implementation [20] to learn the trees and perform a post-processing step that
removes leaf nodes iteratively when it does not decrease accuracy on the validation set (as in Wu et al. [34]).
How sensitive are the results to these choices? In Figure 6a, we first identify which of our K = 250 models
would be preferred by each interpretability proxy if the local regions were determined by variance parameters set
to [0.001, 0.01, 0.1] and the mixing weights set to [0.01, 0.05, 0.1] (9 combinations). Next, for each of those 9
models, we identify what rank it would have had among the K models if one of the other variance or weight
parameters had been used. Thus, a rank of 0 indicates that the model identified as the best by one parameter
setting is the same as the best model under the second setting; more generally a rank of r indicates that the best
model by one parameter setting is the r-best model under the second setting. The generally low ranks in the
figure indicate agreement amongst the different choices for local parameter settings. The highest mismatch
values for the number of nodes proxy all correspond to the variance scaling factor 0.1 (which we do not use).
Do we need more points to estimate model rank correctly for any of these region settings? We find the best
model(s) by each proxy, then we re-rank models using a small sample of points to compute the same proxy. We
do this for the smallest, middle and largest settings of the local region parameters (we do not include cross-pairs
of parameters in these results). Figure 6b shows that different hyperparameter settings require similar numbers
of input samples x to robustly approximate the integral for p(M) in equation 4 for a variety of interpretability
proxies substituted for HIS.
D Experimental Details: Human Subject Experiments
In our experiments, we needed to sample input points x to approximate the prior p(M) in equations 2 and 4.
For globally interpretable models, we ask users about the same data points across all models to reduce variance.
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(a) An example of our interface with a tree trained on
the census dataset with the fewest non-zero features.
In our experiments, we show people a decision tree
explanation and a data point including only the features
that appear in the tree. We then ask them to simulate
the prediction according to the explanation.
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(b) We asked a single user to take the same quiz 10
times to measure the effect of repetition on response
time. The difference in mean response time between the
first and last quiz is around 2 seconds. The y-axis scale
is the same as that in 4a so the magnitude of the learning
effect can be directly compared to the magnitude of the
differences between models in our experiment.
Figure 7: Interface and learning effect
In the locally interpretable case, we would only conduct user studies for points near the boundary (in B(M))
and would thus sample points specific to each model’s boundary. Each quiz contained 8 or 16 questions per
model (8 for the pipeline experiments, 16 for the Amazon Turk experiments), with the order randomized across
participants. There was also an initial set of 3 practice questions. If the participant answered these correctly, we
allowed them to move directly to the quiz. If they did not, we gave them an additional set of 3 practice questions.
We excluded people who answered fewer than 3 of each set of practice questions correctly from the Amazon
Mechanical Turk experiments.
Experiments with Machine Learning Graduate Students and Postdocs For the full pipeline ex-
periment, models were chosen sequentially based on the subjects’ responses. We collected responses from 7
subjects for each model in the experiment with the census dataset, and from 9 subjects for each model with
the mushroom dataset.1 Accuracies were all above 85%. We ran 10 iterations of the algorithm, each a quiz
consisting of 8 questions about one model, and two evaluations at the end of the same format. We used the
mean response time across users to determine p(M). We did not exclude responses, and participants were
compensated for their participation. Using the same set of subjects across all of these experiments substantially
reduced response variance, although the smaller total number of subjects means we did not see statistically
significant differences in our results.
Experiments with Amazon Mechanical Turk We had initially hoped to use Amazon Mechanical Turk
for our interpretability experiments. Here, we were forced to use a between-subjects design (unlike above),
because it would be challenging to repeatedly contact previous participants to take additional quizzes as we
chose models to evaluate based on the acquisition function.
In pilot studies, we collected 33 and 24 responses for the two models selected by the pipeline (the first had a
medium mean path length, and the second had a high mean path length), after excluding people who did not get
one of the two sets of practice questions right, or who took less than 5 seconds or more than 5 minutes for any
of the questions on the quiz. The majority of respondents were between 18 and 34. We asked participants 16
questions with a 30 second break halfway through. We paid them $2 for completing the quiz.
The first model, which had a medium mean path length, had a mean time of 31.62s (28.61s - 34.63s), and a
median time of 26.86s (23.09s - 30.63s) (standard error and median standard error in parentheses respectively).
The second model with a high mean path length had a mean response time of 30.94s (28.66s - 33.22s), and a
median response time of 30.32s (27.47s - 33.17s). These intervals are clearly overlapping. We could gather
more samples to reduce the variance, but cost grows quickly; running one experiment with the end-to-end
pipeline with these sample sizes would have cost around $1, 000.
1We recorded 2 extra responses for iteration number 4, and 2 fewer responses for iteration number 5 in the
census experiment, and 1 extra response in iteration number 3 for the mushroom experiment due to a technical
error discovered after the experiment, but we do not believe these affected our overall results. (Extra responses
are from the same set of participants.)
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